
Even in the remote-working, digital-first world we live in, a lot of business

still gets done using paper. Digital transformation starts with the ability to

digitize and optimize information at the earliest opportunity in the document

lifecycle — ideally as soon as the document is scanned.

Aluma brings a new level of intelligence to scanners and multifunction

devices (MFDs) with advanced document processing capabilities accessible

directly from the device. Our tools allow device manufacturers and Managed

Print Services (MPS) providers to be at the center of their client’s digital

transformation journey by empowering MFDs to do more than just copy,
print, and scan. 

MFD vendors can expand the power of the device by offering AI-enabled

functions, powered by Aluma to provide increased value to clients and

additional revenue streams to office equipment providers. 
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Easy Integration
 

Aluma document processing tools are
accessible directly from the device via
simple API calls to our cloud service.

No Capital Investment
 

Aluma is designed to be easy to use. No
up-front fees or user licenses. Pay for the

processing you consume and that’s it.

Aluma is a world leader in advanced 

intelligent document processing technology. 



Intelligent Auto-filing

Take the drudgery out of document naming and
filing by using information extracted from the
document.  

Let AI help your users to automatically file
contracts based on contract type and
counterparty, or file invoices based on invoice
numbers and dates. New document types are
supported with 5 minutes of training.

Ultra-fast and on-demand OCR

Conveniently OCR scanned documents in record
time. Allow your end users to OCR 75-page
documents in as little as 15 seconds, and do it right
from the control panel of your MFD or scanner. 

No OCR licenses required; no desktop software or
servers required.

Help your customers do

so much more by

embedding advanced

functions into your

hardware or device

software.
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Our automation tools remove the drudgery of document

management, take the robot out of the human, and allow

people to focus on more meaningful and valuable work.

For more information visit www.aluma.io 

Extract critical information from documents at the
time of scanning.

Train your MFD to automatically recognize delivery
notes, invoices, correspondence and more, then
reliably and quickly extract key information to feed
back end systems and back office processes. 

Automated Redaction

Ensure that sensitive and private data remains
private with automatic redaction of PII and GDPR
data at the time of scanning. 

Empower your end users to verify redaction
accuracy on the MFD and dispatch redacted
documents to selected recipients.

Information Governance

Ensure scanned documents are named, filed, and
tagged automatically based on corporate and
department policy. 

Instantly apply new filing and categorization
policies for all newly scanned documents.

Print Security

Intelligently inspect printed pages for private,
confidential, and sensitive information. 

Secure this content by automatically adding
"confidential" or "sensitive" watermarks on
relevant data and pages.

Intelligent Data Extraction & Indexing 


